VIDEO VRA-2
Video VRA ™ is the latest behavioral conditioning system compatible with audiological testing
for the 6 to 60-month infant/child population. The system incorporates proprietary hardware
architecture with state of the art visual media material and equipment including video DVD disc
players, LCD displays, switchbox routing and associated media. This system is useful in hearing
assessment of hard to test populations, such as toddlers and developmentally delayed individuals.
The Video VRA adds flexibility beyond the traditional, mechanical VRA/COR systems since all
reinforcement is derived from an endless source of nonrepeating disc material. The lack of video
redundancy should maintain patient interest levels and yield vital responses when hearing testing
is conducted with operant conditioning techniques. The disc material by nature is flexible enough
to accommodate locally popular material or current media such as animated movies, cartons and
other, high visual impact and attention getting material. In addition, sound associated with the
disc and monitor display can be included with the reinforcement. Furthermore, this sound can be
varied in loudness and calibrated to a meaningful output level. Indexing to specific chapters or
playback reference points is simple process of noting and proceeding to a displayed target
number. In most cases, any point will suffice. The standard playback speed “real-time” can be
varied for maintaining the visual interest. Slow motion, fast motion, stop/freeze motion and
other variations may be included on demand. Remember that the media is digital and the
playback variations are sharp and clear, much like a photograph. Due to the degree of available
media material and the flexibility of DVD this system has a wider appeal to a greater age range.
In fact, you can customize any aspect of your reinforcement system from store purchased disc to
custom, “homemade”, picture-disc.
Components for Deluxe System with centering monitor.
DVD player with LCD Monitor/control unit and Centering unit with LCD screen
DVD disc (early childhood oriented disc)
Control box for routing visual reinforcement to selected monitor (not pictured)
Two 19-inch televisions/LCD monitors (left, right screens)
Patch cords and articulating wall mounts (not pictured)

Host site requirements include electric outlet within test room. Installation charges are extra. Monitor size upgrade is
available for extra cost. Pricing and Specifications are subject to change. October 20, 2010. REV. 010202010

For more information: SPA Associates, 545 MetroPlace South #100, Dublin, OH 43017
(800) 886-3245 WEB: www.spaassociates.com

